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Boys' State Alumni on the Importance of Public Speaking
John Bravo 0828
Jordan Felicia is one of the countless successful alumni of Boys’ State
who has returned to share advice that
he has learned through life. Felicia was
a citizen of Boys’ State is 2016 and has
since began attending Notre Dame
University, finishing freshman year with
a 3.89 Grade Point average. Excelling
enough to join the highly exclusive
business school within Notre Dame. He
related with the citizens by talking about
his failed endeavors including not running for Governor, a choice he came to
regret quickly.

This example was used to demonstrate on of his main points that you
must be confident to survive in a competitive world. After this misjudgment
he vowed to never back down from
a challenge again. He also challenged
all of us to write down short and long

term goals in addition to backup goals.
Claiming success comes from three
main actions, defining short and long
term goals, becoming obsessed with
success and determination. Next he
pulled three rocks out of his pocket, an
especially smooth rock and two rough
rocks. These symbolized his belief you
must make yourself stand out which he
embellished with an anecdote about his
college application.
When Felecia applied to Notre
Dame he included a letter of recommendation from a fourteen year old
girl who was especially affected by his
self-confidence seminar which he held
as an Eagle Scout. He believes this letter of recommendation made him more
memorable to the admission counselor
and contributed to him being accepted
to Notre Dame. The finale of his speech
was “I want to be remembered, I hope
you do too!”
The second speaker was another
Alumnus this time a man named Nelson Boyd, who completed Boys’ State
in 2006. Boyd had an extended stay at
SUNY Morrisville because he studied
here for two years and then continued
to return every year as a Counselor. He
credited Boys’ State with kick starting
his public speaking, by exemplifying the
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need to be an effective communicator.
Throughout his career Boyd has spoken
to panels of Company Presidents and
CEOs worldwide, recommending the
best actions for their company. He acknowledged that he uses a talent that few
others have to make money; he uses his
public speaking skills to change people’s
attitude which he said pushes them out
of their comfort zone. His final tip was
that you should push yourself out of
your comfort zone and consider other
opinions than your own.

Far Left: Jordan Felicia speaks to
Boys' State Citizens on Tuesday.
Above: Nelson Boyd speaks to
Boys' State about public speaking.
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The Importance of the Flag

Connor Sheehy 0386
While many cannot see beyond the
object itself, the American Flag holds a
profound significance.
It was risen at Iwo Jima, risen from
the rubble and devastation after 9/11,
can be seen at half-mast honoring and

mourning a death, represents our nation’s history from its birth until now, and
memorializes all of the people who have
sacrificed themselves for our country.
Our flag is a symbol of victory, unity,
sacrifice, vigilance, valor, opportunity,
and so much more.
Furthermore, the flag represents the
values we stand for in addition to simply
the country itself. We can especially see
this in our Pledge of Allegiance to the
flag. We pledge “to the Republic for
which it stands,” which is “indivisible”
and “under God,” and giving “liberty
and justice” to all.
We stand for our country, but more
specifically, the values it stands for and
the events and ideas the flag symbolizes.
Many can see this significance, especially
people who sacrifice for our country
like civil servants, veterans, and active

military. Yet it’s not uncommon to see
intentional disrespect of the flag by those
who can’t see this, such as by standing
on or burning it. An individual showing
this disrespect to morals and principles
as righteous as ours is clearly not a role
model, especially not over those who do
respect it.
As President Theodore Roosevelt
told us: “Patriotism means to stand by
the country. It does not mean to stand
by the President or any other public
official.” Therefore, regardless of what
political ideology, president, or politician
we support, we should all be standing
for the flag for the profound symbolic
significance it represents.

Public Speaking and Confidence

Dominic Altamura 0229
What is your biggest fear? Snakes?
Spiders? Elvis impersonators? The U.S.
Marines here at Boys’ State? For many,
the answer to that is public speaking.
Public speaking is often something
people shy away from.
This mindset needs to be changed,
because public speaking can bring out an
extraordinary amount of confidence in
people; case in point being #0643 Matthew “Pants” Downey.

Downey almost settled for something he soon decided he wasn’t happy
with. He believed he didn’t have what it
took to run for a major state position like
governor, so he was going to settle with
county party leader.
This changed as soon as Downey
took the stage. Downey gave a speech
to the Nationalist party that was fresh,
ecstatic and engaging. Downey was set
to win the position, but he realized that
he had what it took to win governor and
stepped back from the race he was in.
It may be debatable if Downey will get
the Nationalist nomination for governor,
but the impact of public speaking is irrefutable.
Downey’s confidence raised that
night simply because he gave a good
speech.
I understand why people have a fear
of public speaking, but people simply
need to step out of that comfort zone
for their own good. Sure, most people
won’t be instant successes on the stage,
but that can happen with experience. To

make this simple, think of public speaking like PT.
You might dread it and try to find
a way out of doing it. Heck, you might
even throw up after it, but when you truly
succeed at it, your confidence will soar.

Nationalist Caucus
John Bravo 0828
The Nationalist Convention of June
25,2018 started off with a bang and
ended with nuclear level bang.
Jackson Fowler 1095 had an amazing comeback and the crowd erupted
after he claimed “I have no neck, my
name is Mike Wazowski!” Before this
breakthrough moment, candidates from
each County took the stage in hopes to
become Party Chairperson and Clerk.
Somewhere between the ohs, ahs, personal attacks, corny jokes and cartoon

analogies they deduced a chairperson.
The Nationalist Party Chairperson was
selected and Schmidt has the honor of
producing the winner.
Matthew Miniham 1023 won on the
principle that he will listen to all people’s
ideas and acknowledged that he is obligated to because democracy is a government of the people. He also promised to
complete all goals set by the party and
outlined meeting deadlines as a talent.
Fowler of Schmidt also won Party
Clerk and may arguably have been the

most vibrant and exciting candidate.
In conclusion the Nationalist Party is a
strong opposition force to the Federalist Party with whom they will compete
against in the coming days.

John Hagan 1014

nee, and the fiery idea that Pedro’s nominee presented when he suggested that a
Federalist controlled government was a
real possibility.
In addition to Chairman, Permanent
Party Clerk was up for grabs too. The
nominees were numerous, and each one
brought their own talents to the podium,
such as being able to “count to really high
numbers, especially 69.”

Furthermore, “Fear the Beard!”
became a rallying cry for all of Schmidt
County, and ultimately, their candidate
“The Beard Guy,” Cameron Sexsmith
#1064, ended up victorious, especially
because he wasn’t the president of his
school’s feminism club.

Federalist Caucus
In a sweeping victory, Akilesh Ramakrishna #988 from Spafford County,
or “AK,” won Party Chairman in Monday’s Federalist Caucus. From the very
beginning, AK won the crowd over with
his optimistic attitude, and numerous
personal anecdotes.
Some more memorable moments
were the rap from Fish County’s nomi-

Brendan O'Connor
0649
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Boys' State Sports Update
John Poplawski 0682

Watch out softball teams, big
aspirations are coming from Andres
Almonte 0156 from the city of Brown.
Coming off a blow-out from the day
before Captain Almonte said, “We’re
going to crush Kaiser 15-0 today just like
we did to the team yesterday.” Almonte
did not disappoint as his team did win
15-0. Almonte also claimed, “The city
of Brown will do this every team and
we will win the state championship here
at Boys’ State”.

Today the first organized games of
basketball were played. As teams battled
there were many air-balls, bricks, and
deep chucks. Unfortunately there were
no dunks seen on the court today but
there were a lot of people getting stuffed
by the rim. Although the boys seemed to
be having a lot of fun, the competitive
edge just seemed to be lacking. Let’s hope
for more entertaining games tomorrow
and best of luck to you boys.

FIFA Update
As Group D finished up pool play
both Argentina and Croatia will be
moving onto the round of 16. Argentina pulled a clutch victory over Nigeria

Soccer Winners:
Sallese
Minei
Love
Carpenter
Coleman
Clark
Basketball Winners:
Minei
Brown
Ward
Triola
Sallese
Miller
Clark
Sampson
Coleman
Carpenter

A soccer game played on Tuesday.

John Poplawski 0682

Softball Winners:
Minei
Brown
Van Patten
Sallese
Cortright
Casey
Neville
Bertrand
Mclaughlin

Photo by Braydon Reamer 0852

yesterday defeating them 2-1.
Goals were scored by Messi 14’ and
Marcos Rojos 86’.
Croatia continued dominating the
pool completing the sweep beating Iceland 2-1 yesterday.
Not much happened Tuesday in

Group C as the matches had no effect
on determining who would move onto
the next round.
France and Denmark drew (0-0) as
they both move onto the next round,
and Peru beat Australia (2-0) but both
countries were eliminated.

